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EV sales for personal cars 
Source: http://www.ev-volumes.com/country/total-
world-plug-in-vehicle-volumes/ 
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EVs enjoy a Double dynamic:  
Increase in ENERGY DENSITY & decrease of 
COST 
Source: IEA Global EV Outlook 2016 
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Less costs => More capacity / car => 
less range anxiety:  
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After 2020 = Cost reduction will normaly used to reduce the cost of the EVs 
Switching from  
« range anxiety » 
to 
 « charging anxiety » 
Where I can charge? 
Minimum charging infrastructures allows 
to start equipment 
7 options to charge but 95% of the charging is made at home  
but a lot seems to be needed elsewhere to secure the buyer 
Why it is starting? 
Public Subsidies 
Range anxiety decrease 
Basic infrastructures exist 
CO2 regulation 
EV and electricity eco-system problems 
EVs emit less CO2 than conventional 
cars fuel mix is not too CO2 based… 
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EURELECTRIC smart charging paper, 2015  
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Electricity eco-system problems 
TSO  
DSO 
Buildings 
Homes 
EV for I-(T) SO problems ? 
EV Reducing « Death Spiral » problem for 
DSO? 
More PV 
Decrease 
revenues 
for DSO 
Regulator 
increase 
tariffs 
Incentive 
to install 
PV 
increase 
Total costs of the system 
Increase  = Efficiency issue 
Non equiped consumers 
see a increase of the bill 
= Equity issue 
EV reduces cost of Building/house by  
potential savings in W and Wh 
Require an « Energy management system » 
ESS 
SCS 
GTB 
EMS 
Local Production 
DSO/TSO Interface 
Architecture à fournir à minima 
Future Tesla house not connected to 
the grid 
Who EVs are going to help? 
 
 
Depends on regulators decisions 
1. Vehicle to Transmission grid : Need to change the rule 
2. Vehicle to Distribution grid : Need to change the rule 
 
1. Vehicle to buildings = VtoB : Out of regulators scope 
2. Vehicle to Home = VtoH : Out of regulators scope 
3. Vehicle to Load = VtoL: Out of regulators scope 
Conclusions 
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addings 
Public Subsidies  
Norway France Germany  
EV is efficient for  
Daily km too high  
(more than 200 = 125 miles) 
Daily km too low 
Less than 40  
 (25 miles) 
TCO of EV is lower than conventional 
Data to “explore” for nation base charging 
deployment 
 
 
Place 
 
Characteristics 
Home 
 
 
 
Work 
 
 
Fast charge 
 
 
Tesla 
Supercharger  
Charging 
stations 
 
Ionity 
Charging stations 
 
Power 3-7 kW  3-22kW 22-50 kW  50-150 kW  350 kW  
Time to charge 8-24h  1-3h 
40 min  
200km 
30 min  
400km 
20 min  
500 km 
Usages 
Commuting 
trips 
Commuting 
trips All usages All usages All usages 
Investment cost 
per charger 200-500€ 500-3k€ 15k€-25k€ 35-60k€ ? 
Cost of 
recharge 
1-2€/ 
100 km 2- 4€ 5 -7€ 10-15€ 50-80€ 
Which possible 
markets? 
Profitable markets 
for EVs: 
• little amount of 
energy, quick 
responsiveness 
• remuneration 
based on 
availability and 
not utilization 
unless high 
number of EVs 
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Load curve during a day and associated PJM markets 
And EV and electricity market? 
Death Spiral => Who will win the race?  
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